Scientific round table: Composite materials
Information
The KASA’s Section of Natural Sciences will organize, on 6 April 2018, the scientific round
table “Composite materials’ on the premises of KASA.
The scientific round table “Composite materials” aims at highlighting the great significance of
the usage of composite materials in the daily life as well as encouraging interdisciplinary
cooperation between scientific researchers, from different fields, at the local level and broader.
Composite materials, as materials made by combining two or more materials with different
properties, have better mechanical and physical-chemical properties than any single material,
i.e.: they are stronger, they are characterized by lower density, better electrical and thermal
conductivity and they are more resistant to external factors in the environment etc. Therefore, on
behalf of the Organizing Council, we invite all experts, from different fields, who deal with
composite materials, in Kosova and abroad, to participate with papers in this round table.
The scientific round table will discuss, among other things, the following topics:
Different types of composite materials, their structure and properties
The making of composite materials
Their use in different branches of technology and industry
The impact of composite materials on environment, their recycling etc.
Submission of abstracts
The presentations should be prepared in Albanian or English. The abstracts for the round table
should be submitted at the following email address: fetahpodvorica@ashak.org. The deadline for
the submission of abstracts is 28 February 2018. The abstracts should be written in Albanian or
English. You can find attached a template of an abstract. The selection of presentations for the
round table will be made based on their quality and relevance to the composite materials.
Organizing Council:
Prof. Fetah PODVORICA, associate member, President
Prof. Myzafere LIMANI, associate member, Member
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